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The first thing  everybody notices (or perhaps does not even need to notice) about  films set in the 
Middle Ages  is  that  all the  characters  are  usually  white. The  fantasy  of the  Middle  Ages  has 
always been the exclusive province of European  colonialism, representing the historical 
legitimation of white Christian  European domination;  a nonwhite character in such a landscape 
would surely seem “unrealistic”  and need explaining. 

Laurie A. Finke and Martin B. Shichtman, Cinematic Illuminations, 353-354. 
	  
	  
	  
	  
In the quotation  above, Finke and Shichtman  attempt  to explain  assumptions  a  contemporary 
audience might bring to Gil Junger’s film Black Knight. The title of the movie alone highlights race 
as a key issue in the film. Martin Lawrence’s character Jamal is out of place for many reasons: he is a 
twenty-first  century  American  man who  has time-traveled  hundreds  of years  into the past  of a 
distant  country.  However,  the film’s  advertising campaign  specifically  focused  on his race  as  a 
distinguishing  feature.  Racial difference  between  his character  and the white  society  he visits 
remains a central issue throughout  the film and is frequently a source of humor. The way the film 
uses race as the basis for comedy raises the question of why it should be considered funny to cast a 
black actor in a film set in the medieval period. Must actors of color be portrayed as the “Other” 
when (or if) given roles in films made in the West about the European Middle Ages? 

This essay will address the roles assigned to actors of color in films and television shows that 
draw upon the Arthurian legend. Modern  audiences remain fascinated by the legend of Camelot, 
and there continues  to be a  wide  variety  of adaptations of the Arthurian  stories.  As the  British 
Empire  grew and shared its cultural heritage,  the legend of Arthur became part of the legacy that 
was handed  down  to the citizens  of the Empire’s  colonies,  including  those  citizens  of British 
ancestry  as  well  as  those  whose  ancestors   were  enslaved  peoples  or the indigenous  peoples  of 
colonized territories. The fact that current audiences for the legend are made up of a more  diverse 
population may account  for the increased diversity in casting for many of the adaptations for film 
and screen. However,  though  there  are more  people  of color in Arthurian  film and television 
productions, progress toward inclusivity has not been quick or simple to achieve. Adaptations such 
as A Knight  in Camelot (1998), starring Whoopi  Goldberg as Dr. Viven Morgan,  and Black Knight 
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(2001), starring Martin  Lawrence as Jamal Walker,  explicitly convey an awkward modern American 
attitude toward incorporating people of color in a fictionalized medieval setting. The fact that these 
adaptations place such an emphasis on skin color implies that there is something uneasy about that 
presence for the audience. On the other hand, the more recent BBC television series Merlin (2008) 
casts Angel Coulby  as Gwen  without  once  bringing  up the issue of the brown skin tone of her 
character’s family. In this current British  television series, people of color  are included  regularly as 
cast members without any caveats or explanations. This  essay will examine the casting of actors of 
color in film and television adaptations of the Arthurian legend to offer a commentary  on how the 
changing nature of inclusivity in these dramatic  interpretations  is rooted in postcolonial concerns 
about redressing the British Empire’s historical oppression of people of color. 

One of the central  issues to address in terms of this inclusivity  is the issue of authenticity 
and believability.  As  Finke  and Shichtman  point out, perhaps  with  a  touch of irony  in their 
commentary,  a “nonwhite character” in an Arthurian setting has the potential to seem “unrealistic” 
to viewers.  After all, it is true that the majority of the medieval European  population  was white. 
Nevertheless, contemporary  films frequently take a great deal of liberty with their portrayal of the 
Middle Ages. Rarely can one find a film that attempts a high level of historical accuracy. Costume 
designers and set designers seem especially prone to mix styles of clothing and architecture in order 
to come up with a “medieval feel” for a film, regardless of whether it is meant to be set in the sixth, 
twelfth, or fifteenth century. In terms of casting, Hollywood filmmakers certainly have not adopted 
the restriction that only English  actors may star in Arthurian films. For instance, the  American 
Richard  Gere  was cast as Lancelot  in First  Knight (1995), a film that grossed over $127 million 
dollars worldwide.1  If audiences can accept a non-British  actor as one of the Knights of the Round 
Table, why not a non-white actor? 

A way of accounting for these shifting boundaries of acceptability has been offered by Elliott 
with reference to Reception Theory: 

	  
	  

it is most often when the forum of the medieval world does not align with our own 
image of the period that we are most likely to take exception, not to its accuracy per 
se, but its authenticity.  It is at the level of ideology and authenticity  that we are 
prone to dismiss a film with the claim that it just doesn’t ‘feel’ right.2 

	  
	  
If we are to accept the notion that to Gil Junger’s audience in 2001, a black man in the English 
Middle  Ages would not have “felt right,” then  we might  conclude  that audiences and filmmakers 
perceived African American actors at that time as being outsiders to the Arthurian myth. 

	  
	  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
1 Box Office Mojo. “First Knight (1995).”   http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=firstknight.htm (accessed June 
24, 2013). 
2 Andrew B. R. Elliott, Remaking the Middle Ages (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2011), 214. 
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In truth, of the numerous cinematic adaptations of the Arthurian legend, very few films or 

television series have cast actors of color in prominent roles.3 The vast majority  of the roles played 
by actors of color  have occurred in adaptations of Mark  Twain’s  novel,  A Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur’s Court. Because  the Connecticut Yankee tradition  allows for an outsider to interact with 
the people of Camelot, it has served as a vehicle for films casting African-American  actors, who have 
historically been outsiders to the Arthurian film tradition. There are three notable films to consider 
that cast African-American   actors  as visitors  to a  medieval  court:   A Connecticut  Yankee  in King 
Arthur’s Court (1989) starring Keshia Knight  Pulliam, A Knight in Camelot (1998) starring Whoopi 
Goldberg, and Black Knight (2001) starring Martin Lawrence.4 

The narrative in each of these films is similar. The central character is pulled back through 
time to end up in the medieval period.  Though  each of the three  adaptations  follows the same 
general structure,  only the Pulliam  film attempts  any level of faithfulness to Twain’s novel.5   The 
Goldberg film states that it was “inspired by” Twain’s novel. Lawrence’s film further distances itself 
by resituating  the court  as that of King Leo, who  Jamal  (Martin   Lawrence)  states “is no King 
Arthur.”6  Despite that comment,  that Black Knight belongs in the Connecticut Yankee film tradition 
becomes  clear upon an examination  of its utilization  of many  plot elements common  to the 
tradition. These include the main character’s following experiences: being transported back in time 
to medieval  England  from the modern  United  States,  immediately  encountering  a  knight  the 
protagonist  believes to be mentally unstable, rising to a position  of advisor at court, teaching the 
court how  to dance  to popular music,  applying modern  innovations  to medieval  settings,  and 
threatening to destroy the sun in order to avoid execution.7 

Despite  the varying levels of critique of the character of the king himself, all three films do 
explore problems with the medievalistic societies the protagonists encounter. That exploration must 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
3  Medieval  Arthurian  legend itself does include  some  people  of color, such as Palomides  and Feirefiz,  but film and 
television have not created major roles for those characters. 
4  I do not include one notable adaptation in this discussion because I have no readily available access to view it and 
only one review. According  to Inge,  “Another television adaptation  appeared in 1978 in the “Once Upon a Classic” 
series  hosted  by  Bill Bixby  and  broadcast  by  WQED  Metropolitan  Pittsburgh  Public Broadcasting…  An added 
element is a black Merlin,  played by Roscoe Lee Browne with reserve and dignity, who seems to be directing the entire 
course of events through  a game of chess by moving  pieces shaped like the major characters. … Whatever victories 
Hank experiences,  the viewer  is  left with  the distinct  impression that  Merlin is ultimately  in control of everyone’s 
destiny.” See M. Thomas Inge, “Hank Morgan in the Movies: Adaptations of A Connecticut  Yankee in King Arthur’s 
Court,” Studies in American Culture 32, no. 1 (2009): 35-36. 
5 Sklar might disagree. Speaking of this film and other adaptations of the Connecticut  Yankee for young viewers, she 
writes “I have the distinct impression that no one involved in the making of these films had actually any prior first- 
hand contact with Arthurian fictive history, except, perhaps, for a random selection of cinematic texts…” See Elizabeth 
S. Sklar, “Twain for Teens: Young Yankees in Camelot” in King Arthur on Film:  New Essays on Arthurian  Cinema, ed. 
Kevin J. Harty (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 1999): 100. 
6 Aronstein notes that “[b]y substituting King Leo, Black Knight is able to explore the dark side of medieval hierarchy 
without any narrative or ideological baggage.” Hollywood Knights (New York: Palgrave McMillan, 2005), 187-188. 
7  An excellent discussion of the film tradition can be found in Kevin J. Harty, “Cinematic American Camelots Lost 
and Found:  The Film Versions of Mark Twain’s A Connecticut  Yankee in King Arthur’s Court and George  Romero’s 
Knightriders,” in Cinema Arthuriana (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2002). 
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be viewed through  a postcolonial  lens in order to understand the critique embedded in each film. 
Though each of these films is a comedy,  each has within  it a very serious critique  of the historical 
oppression of minority  groups that serves to reflect on the the ideology embedded in our modern 
society.8 

Race and the historical oppression and exploitation of nonwhite characters are highlighted 
within  each  film at  varying  levels  (almost  not at  all  in the Pulliam  film, but frequently  and 
consistently  in  the Lawrence   film). Nevertheless,  each  film’s   contemporary   audience   would 
doubtless  have been  very aware of race. Casting an African-American actor in a role that critiques 
medieval English  society brings up in any American  audience  member’s  mind  a long  history of 
oppression and exploitation of people of African descent by those of Anglo-Saxon descent. In part, 
time  travel allows the oppressed  to go back  in time  and revisit  the early  sins  of the colonizer, 
enabling her or him to “fix history,” at least in a small way. Though  none of the three films goes so 
far as to allow the characters to try to  redress issues relating to England’s eventual participation in 
the African slave trade, all three point out flaws in the depicted medievalistic society relating to the 
oppression and exploitation of English subjects, thus creating a space for the modern characters to 
weigh in on the potential for such a society to develop problematic colonial practices in the future. 

In the Pulliam movie, race is not discussed at all within the context of the film.9  Because of 
Pulliam’s prominent  role outside of the film as a major  character in the  Cosby Show, the audience 
certainly would have been familiar with the actress, and they would definitely  have associated her 
with the groundbreaking  and successful comedy  that portrayed an African-American  family with 
strong moral values and immense pride in their heritage. In the context of the  Cosby Show’s success, 
Pulliam’s race would certainly have been a topic for discussion.   By not discussing race within the 
film, the film’s  producers  offer the suggestion  that it should  not matter  whether  the central 
character, Karen Jones, is black or white. To reinforce that idea, the film cast several actors of color 
as subjects  of Camelot  from every rank and class, including a knight,  a lady at court, and a peasant. 
These casting decisions, however, make their own statement.   They suggest that a film in 1989 on a 
major network can transcend the racial barriers that American  society had perpetuated for many 
years. 

The subtext  of the film, then, underscores Karen  Jones’  superiority;  she  comes  from a 
society  that has  (theoretically)   risen  above  racial  bias. Members  of the  audience,  remembering 
America’s history  of racial oppression,  would see in this film a marker  of modern advancement. 
Casting  African-American actors in an adaptation of the Arthurian  legend reveals a desire for an 

	  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
8 A Connecticut  Yankee in King Arthur’s Court has long been recognized as including Twain’s critique of contemporary 
American society, and many scholars have also found within it a critique  of America’s colonial policy. See Jennifer A. 
O'Neill, “Twain's  A Connecticut   Yankee  in King  Arthur's  Court and  U.S. Imperialism,”  CLCWeb:  Comparative 
Literature and Culture 9.3 (2007). 
9  The Internet Movie Database (IMDB), usually a very good  source  of information  about films, includes an error in 
this  respect.  The plot synopsis  offered  (accessed  as of June 24, 2013)  suggests that  Karen  is considered  a  demon 
because of the color of her skin. In the film, it is actually her unusual clothes that set her apart. 
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idealized  color-blindness   that invites all   Americans   to  share   equal access   not only to  the 
advancements of contemporary society but also to participate equally in the same cultural heritage. 
Mark  Twain  is one  of America’s  most  celebrated  authors,  and  the myth  of Camelot   is  deeply 
ingrained in American culture.   The film seems to attempt to show that all Americans should have 
equal access to participating in that myth. 

However, one cannot deny that this film exhibits the tensions inherent in any adaptation of 
the Connecticut Yankee story.  The central character,  always believing that he or she comes  from  a 
more  advanced and  better  society,  must  critique  and  “improve” the medieval  society  he or she 
encounters.  Aronstein  has  pointed  out that  “the  Connecticut  Yankee cycle  typically  depicts  the 
Middle  Ages as the  superstitious,  hierarchical,  and barbaric  other  to a rational,  democratic,  and 
technological present.”10   In the 1989 adaptation,  Karen  Jones,  a young African-American  girl, is 
depicted  as superior  in every  way  to the noble King Arthur  and the Knights of Camelot. This 
depiction  serves to remind us that this film, at least in part, serves to subvert the history of English 
colonial practice, in which people of African descent  were enslaved and treated as inferior  to their 
white  counterparts.  The legend  of Arthur  portays  him as  the ideal  leader  and  his  court as  a 
birthplace  of democracy.  In direct contrast  to this idea, the later British  Empire  notoriously 
oppressed and exploited  many  people of African descent.  In this film,  Pulliam’s character has an 
opportunity  to strike  back at the empire,  demonstrating  the problems  of Arthur’s  court and 
presenting a challenge to a unified vision of medieval chivalry, honor, and justice.11 

Nearly a decade later, Whoopi  Goldberg’s  character,  Dr. Vivien Morgan, in A Knight  In 
Camelot (1998) addresses these ideas more  explicity,  and the filmmakers took much more liberty 
with Twain’s work and with their depiction of medieval society in order to do so. Dr. Morgan’s 
intellectual superiority is highlighted from the first scenes, in which we learn that she is a scientist 
with aspirations to be a Nobel  Prize winner. Her  role as a scientist  further reminds viewers of the 
technological accomplishments of twentieth-century  America, though specific innovations are not 
catalogued.  In this film then, we  have  not a  child,  but rather  an accomplished  and intelligent 
African-American woman at the height of her career. 

When  Goldberg’s character is transported to the sixth century, race is one of the first issues 
that comes up. When  she is captured, the people believe she is an ogre, and the audience is led to 
believe that her hair and skin color is a major part of the court’s reasoning. One of the first things 
Clarence does upon meeting her is to pull her dreadlocks. Moments  later he starts rubbing her face, 
to which  she replies: “It  doesn’t  come  off. I’m this color all  over.”  After  Dr. Morgan,  having 
accurately predicted a solar eclipse with the help of a laptop she was able to bring to the medieval 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
10 Aronstein, Hollywood Knights, 167. 
11 Elliott has pointed out, however, that the strategies employed by certain of these films veer dangerously back toward 
the spirit of colonialism:  “Almost the entire canon of time-traveling  films included here seem to risk, if not give way 
entirely to, a spirit of colonialism which charts the progress of our civilized explorer penetrating  the Dark Continents 
of our past and –once there—discovering  some sentimental,  Robinson  Crusoe-style lessons taught to them by these 
noble savages.” See Remaking the Middle Ages, 198. (includes examples from Black Knight and A Knight in Camelot) 
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period, pretends to use her magic powers to blot out the sun, however, all members of the court 
readily accept her, and race is no longer a subject of discussion within the context of the film. 

Nevertheless, the history of racial oppression remains a major  force within the film  as Dr. 
Morgan  attempts to teach  King  Arthur about  the  principles of liberty. The film identifies  large 
groups  of Arthur’s  subjects  as  slaves, whose  condition   is  markedly  similar  to the situation  of 
African-American   slaves in the  eighteenth  and nineteenth  centuries.  These  slaves are exploited, 
unable to possess their own money, and regularly susceptible to rape and other violence. As in other 
films in the Connecticut Yankee tradition,  the protagonist  and Arthur dress as commoners  to walk 
about the countryside and come into trouble when the king is unable to behave according to his 
assumed humble station. In this film, following one of the episodes in Twain’s novel, it is a roving 
band of slave traders who capture them in order to sell them. 

The link to the history of the American slave trade is further underscored by Dr. Morgan’s 
lesson to Arthur prior to their capture. She lets him know that he walks with too much confidence 
and noble bearing. He needs to cringe. Dr. Morgan offers to help him. She says, “My people, where 
I come from, at one time in their lives, had to cringe. So let me demonstrate.” This brief reference 
is an acknowledgment  of her ties to the history of African-American enslavement. By showing King 
Arthur what it is to be a slave and by teaching him the lessons she has learned, Dr. Morgan inspires 
King  Arthur to promote the cause of freedom for all of his people by the end of the film.  Of 
course, Dr. Morgan’s  lessons for Arthur don’t  result in history being re-written.    When  she re- 
awakens in the twentieth century, Merlin makes it clear that what she taught Arthur only served to 
ensure that Camelot  achieved great successes. History being unchanged, clearly centuries of slavery 
and oppression still followed after Arthur’s time. The main lesson the film seems to imply is one of 
idealism, hope, and progress. Bad things happened in the past, the film seems to say, but now we’re 
more  advanced.    Dr. Morgan’s  character  is able  to take  the next step  forward  on that path of 
advancement as Merlin invites her to become his companion,  traveling through space and time. 

Both  the Goldberg and Pulliam films embrace the idea of modern American progress and its 
superior values and practices. Though  Martin  Lawrence’s character Jamal also finds ways to critique 
the medievalistic society he encounters, the approach in Black  Knight differs in significant  ways. 
Aronstein has found that this film doesn’t accept the notion that contemporary society is free from 
social ills. She notes that the film reveals an America represented by “a modern corporate wasteland, 
bent on exploiting the many for the benefit of the few—a capitalist regime that bears a startling 
resemblance to medieval despotism.”12   As the film critiques the racism and class conflict  Jamal finds 
in King Leo’s court, it also critiques the social and economic  problems found in modern-day Los 
Angeles.  Martin  Lawrence’s  character  is  situated  outside  of acceptable   society  as  he enters  the 
medieval era, but the approach differs from  the Pulliam and Goldberg  films in that his character 
finds that his situation demands he keep racial awareness at the forefront of his mind. He never 
finds himself fully integrated into the court,  even as he rises to powerful  positions  as advisor and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
12 Aronstein, Hollywood Knights, 183 
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warrior.  Finke and Shichtman  have noted how Lawrence’s character Jamal “ is hypervigilant about 
his status   as  an African   American.”13      As  a  twentieth-century   man who   has  found himself 
transported to the Middle Ages, he is clearly an outsider, but for Jamal, being the Other  cannot be 
separated from  an acknowledgment of race.  The race-based oppression and exploitation  he has 
experienced in modern-day Los Angeles have given him this perspective, and his experiences with 
the people he encounters at King Leo’s court are informed by it. 

Race  is continually  highlighted throughout  the film. Sometimes it comes from the other 
characters, who label him “Moor,” which Jamal notes becomes tiresome with its incipient racism, as 
it highlights his status as “Other.”  More  often,  Jamal’s character makes comments  or jokes which 
serve  as  a  reminder   to the audience  of his African-American  heritage.  In one key scene,  Jamal 
acknowledges  as he fights that he relies on the examples of African-American  sports heroes, those 
who have achieved the highest accomplishments  in their respective sports. In another scene, Jamal 
brings up the example of Rodney King, famous for having been beaten by Los Angeles police, as an 
example to his followers that they should not accept the brutality of their government. 

Notably,  Martin  Lawrence is not the only  actor  of color with  a  prominent  role  in the 
portion of the film that takes place in medieval England.  The British  actress Marsha Thomason 
plays Victoria  the chambermaid,  described playfully by one of the haughty knights as “my Nubian 
Queen.”14   Victoria is Jamal’s primary love interest. Her status as a woman combined with her status 
as a person  of color makes it difficult for her to make herself heard. She is an intelligent woman 
with strong ideas, but she has difficulty influencing those around her. Only Jamal, after a period of 
reluctance,  will eventually  heed  her advice,  and  he must  ultimately  incorporate  her ideas  about 
justice to help save the kingdom from despotism. 

Unlike  other films from  the Connecticut Yankee tradition,  however, Black Knight doesn’t 
settle  for a  simple  resolution  and a  happy  ending.  Jamal  does  return  to his previous  place  of 
employment  and transforms it once again into a successful business.  The underlying  issues of the 
socioeconomic  disparity present in twenty-first century Los Angeles, however, still exist. Finke and 
Shichtman point out the tensions still evident at the end of the film: “He continues to live in white 
America,  which  requires hybridity,  not dominance,  from African American  men.  He may  be a 
better man for his excellent medieval adventure, but he is still black,  poor,  underemployed, and 
living in the hood.”15   Furthermore,  as in each of the previous examples, racial tensions  with the 
Arthurian  legend persist. Jamal  has been  accepted by the people of King Leo’s time, but he can 
never really become  one of them. This  is underscored by the introduction of Victoria  as his love 
interest.  The audience is never led to believe that Jamal could remain in the medieval period, never 
led to believe that he could really become  one of the permanent subjects of (or a leader  of) the 
society,  and never  led  to believe  that he could  ever marry  into the society.  Victoria  suits him 

	  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
13 Finke and Shichtman,  Cinematic Illuminations, 359. 
14 Angel Desai, an actress of color, also plays Vindy, a minor character who is another of the king’s chambermaids. 
15 Finke and Shichtman,  Cinematic Illuminations, 364. 
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because she, too, is an outsider. Her skin color marks her as Other.  Jamal can expect that Victoria, 
who he seems to presume to have fewer ties to the medieval English court, might willingly choose 
to travel with him back to his own time and that they might both find a greater level of acceptance 
and comfort there.16 

Returning to Elliott’s ideas of authenticity,  we can say that through to the early years of the 
twenty-first  century,  filmmakers  seemed to espouse  the idea  that audiences  would  not accept  a 
person of color as a believable member of Arthur’s court. Elliott notes that 

	  
	  

to be authentic  a film need  not conform to the historical  reality (whatever this 
might  have been),  but only  to what  audiences  think  the period  looked  like. … 
Thus, it seems a logical corollary that audiences and filmmakers both come to play 
a role  in the construction of the authentic  medieval past—perhaps  far more than 
historians and medievalists ever can.17 

	  
	  
We have already acknowledged  that  filmmakers  take  a great deal of liberty in reconstructing the 
medieval period, with only minor protests from the general audience. With the creation of the BBC 
television series Merlin in 2008, Julian Jones and Julian Murphy assembled a diverse cast of actors. 
This  series, too, is  a  re-envisioning   of the Arthurian  legend,  but it follows  a  different  formula. 
Rather, it chooses to explore the lives of the central Arthurian characters in their youth,  as they go 
from their teen years into early adulthood. 

Though  for many  of the characters  the writers  have  adopted  storylines  similar  to the 
traditional  Arthurian legend, Merlin  focuses on exploitation  and oppression in a way that clearly 
ties back to postcolonial themes. The postcolonial  scenario here, however, is fictional  and not tied 
to race; it is instead tied to religious practice.  Camelot’s  ruler, King  Arthur’s father Uther,  is the 
representative of the oppressive force, rounding up and exterminating indigenous practitioners of 
an old religion, Magic.  Those  who stick with the old religion rather than conforming  to Uther’s 
policies pay the highest penalties. Another of Uther’s policies that comes under critique throughout 
the show  is his insistence on respecting the hierarchy of classes within society.  Only  noble-born 
persons can become knights, and marriage between nobles and commoners is forbidden. 

To return to the discussion  of race, we must look  at the casting of English  actress Angel 
Coulby  as Gwen  (Guinevere).  As in the traditional legends of Camelot,  this show positions Gwen 
as Arthur’s  love interest,  one  day to be Queen of Camelot.  Notably,  Angel Coulby  is a person of 
color,  as are the actors who play her father Tom (David Durham),  and brother Elyan (Adetomiwa 
Edun),  a future knight of the Round Table. In this adaptation of the legend, Tom is a blacksmith, 

	  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
16 She does not end up traveling with him as the entire experience is presented as a dream from which Jamal eventually 
wakes.  Nevertheless the actress, Marsha Thomason,  does appear in the modern setting after Jamal’s character awakens, 
again as a potential  love interest. 
17 Elliott, Remaking the Middle Ages, 215. 
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and his daughter Gwen is a maid in Uther’s court. They are positioned as commoners, but it should 
be noted that their race is never mentioned as having anything to do with their status. Indeed, both 
Merlin and Lancelot are also commoners,18   and Merlin  serves as Arthur’s errand boy, a position 
presumably  lower  at court than Gwen’s.  They  all  have  the ability  to rise  above  their station, 
however.  Knowledge of the Arthurian legend helps us recognize that Merlin  will be a great wizard, 
and Gwen  will be a queen.  Lancelot  will become  a Knight  of the Round  Table,  as will Gwen’s 
brother Elyan. 

With Merlin, then, we have a major  departure  from  the mainstream  practices of casting 
central characters in Camelot. The creators of the show must  have realized that to cast actors of 
color in the court  was a radical move,  and the show’s choice  not to address the issue of race  is a 
statement in and of itself. Deciding to make  Gwen’s  character  a commoner  creates a scenario  in 
which she and Arthur are star-crossed lovers, unable to publicly acknowledge their love because of 
Uther’s decree that his son may only marry a noblewoman.  The issue is not race, but rather class. 
One episode in particular underscores the show’s assertion that Gwen’s character and beauty are no 
different from that of a woman of noble birth. In Season 2: Episode 4, “Lancelot and Guinevere,” 
Gwen  is mistaken  for the Lady Morgana,  the King’s ward and a noblewoman.19    Both women are 
captured by outlaws hoping to take Morgana to a man named Hengist. When Morgana escapes, the 
outlaw’s leader looks closely at Gwen’s face and then tells Gwen to dress in royal clothes, stating 
“Hengist  has never met the Lady Morgana.  For all  he knows  you  could  be Uther  Pendragon’s 
ward.” The ruse is successful.  No one in the Merlin series has any suspicion that Gwen  does not 
look like nobility. Race is no cause for exclusion from participation in Camelot at the highest levels 
of court.  Also, in contrast  to Jamal’s  experience  in King  Leo’s  court,  race  does not define  any 
boundaries about who Gwen may love and marry. Gwen and Arthur’s interracial relationship is a 
central component of the plot. Though  their love is framed as taboo, it is because the relationship 
crosses class lines, not because it crosses racial lines. 

What does it mean to take race out of the equation in casting Merlin? I would suggest that 
the inclusivity of this television series alleviates the tension evident in the Pulliam, Goldberg, and 
Lawrence films. Those  films ultimately place a diverse modern society at odds with the Arthurian 
myth,  underscoring  the historical  oppressor/oppressed relationship  between the citizens of medieval 
England and the people of color in modern  America. Merlin  certainly does not completely  gloss 
over the way that England and America historically have engaged in colonial practices at odds with 
the perceived greatness of Arthur’s court. By resituating the discussion in the context of the fictional 
old religion of Magic, audience members must still engage with the human tendency to discrimate, 
exclude  and  oppress.  Merlin,  however,  seems to offer  a middle  path,  inviting  a diverse modern 

	  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	  
18 Merlin is played by Colin  Morgan, an Irish actor, and Lancelot is played by Santiago Cabrera, a Chilean actor. 
19 Although  she is Morgana/Morgan Le Fay, her character’s situation in this story is slightly different  from  tradition. 
She is presented  in the series as Uther’s  ward, later in the series to be revealed as Uther’s  secret daughter and Arthur’s 
half-sister. 
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society to adopt what is best in the Arthurian tradition and to fashion a new story. In casting people 
of color, the makers of Merlin welcomed actors of color, and correspondingly audiences of color, to 
connect to this enduring legend. 

In conclusion, the casting of actors of color in leading roles in each of these adaptations of 
the Arthurian  legend  offers  an opportunity  for a  discussion  of the British  Empire’s role in the 
historical  exploitation  and oppression  of people  of color. Interestingly,  though,  the Pulliam, 
Goldberg, and Lawrence films skirt around putting the blame on Arthur.  In the first two films, he 
is an unwitting participant in problems his people face. In the Lawrence film, as stated before, the 
wicked King Leo is a stand-in for Arthur.  What each of these films does then, is critique the history 
of oppressive tendencies while allowing the myth of Arthur to remain unsullied.  After all, Arthur’s 
reign predated British  colonialism and the slave trade  by centuries.   It is Merlin  that situates the 
tendency   of  government   to  perpetuate  inequity   in  Camelot itself. Uther’s   prejudicial   and 
discriminatory  practices  have  a  strong  influence  on Arthur,  who  frequently  acts on his father’s 
wishes.  Though  Merlin seems to skirt the issue of racial difference within the series, it aggressively 
attacks the evils of discrimination, of which discrimination  based on skin color is only one variety. 
By offering Arthur a more extended opportunity to reflect on, and ultimately reject, the prejudices 
of his father, the show  ultimately  offers  a way forward  for modern  audiences.    Audiences must 
acknowledge  a shared past  of prejudice,  exploitation,  and oppression, but it is possible  to move 
forward toward a new vision of peaceful unity that is represented by the idea of a new Camelot. 


